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Top 10 Beneits of the
Omnium1 PEMF System

1. Very afordable!
The Omnium1 is the least expensive and most modern full size PEMF system for
home use: Android-based touch tablet with control sotware, a foldable whole
body mat applicator, a pillow/cushion applicator and an intelligent D/A converter
for the accurate generaion of the deined frequency paterns and magneic ield
intensiies. A high-capacity batery guarantees about 4-5 hours of coninuous use
of the PEMF system with the whole body applicator at high intensity. Opionally
available at an extra charge are the brainwave simulaion system Omnibrain and
the intensive applicator OmniSpot!

4-5
hours

2. Very portable!
The Omnium1 is very compact, while ofering all the beneits and funcions of a
staionary PEMF system. Idenical components of a staionary PEMF system and
at the same ime easy to transport.

3. Future oriented!
In comparison to stand-alone PEMF systems, the Omnium1 PEMF system is very
lexible and designed for future upgrades and enhancements without addiional
investment in hardware. FREE Update funcion via enabled WIFI!

4. Very powerful!
Built-in high performance batery with over 9000mA/h. Electricity-independent
coninuous operaion over a long period is now for the irst ime possible with a
PEMF full body system. This feature is unique in the world!

5. PEMF to GO!
Local applicators feature a variety of applicaions thanks to the supplied Velcro
straps. OmniPad and OmniSpot are designed speciically for use On The Go and do
ofer all advantages of a staionary system, including built-in, non-insulated, solid
copper coils. With the help of supplied Velcro straps, Omnium1 allows hands-free

PEMF applicaions, for example, at the oice, while watching TV, in the car, on the
train, on the plane, during lunch, on the boat, in the motorhome, at the beach, in
your back yard and at the sports ield or arena - literally at almost every occasion!

6. Very eicient!
OmniSpot is a full-ledged Helmholtz-applicator. The physically described
Helmholtz efect ensures a homogeneous magneic ield in the exact center of
the two opposing magneic ield coils. OmniSpot uses this efect and provides a
uniform magneic ield - with virtually no loss of eiciency in the center of the
two coils applied!

7. Very versaile!
Omnium1 is the world›s only compact PEMF system with two diferent waveforms,
depending on the applicator used: Full body applicator produces the so-called
triple-saw tooth waveform which achieves - due to the extremely fast rise and fall
imes of the pulsaing magneic ield and the frequency diversity - the best and
most eicient resonance potenials for the user, while at the same ime prevening
the well-known «faigue» efect of a very simple waveform (such as sine waves) or
staic magnets. Both local applicators, OmniPad and OmniSpot, produce a square
wave patern, which has also been found by NASA to be extraordinarily eicient
based on their large and meaningful landmark study.

8. Combinable with Brain Wave Simulaion!
The Omnium1 is the world›s irst compact PEMF system, which simultaneously
allows magneic ield applicaion AND Brainwave Entrainment - controlled by one
and the same W@pp! Omnibrain expands the Omnium1 system to the possibility of using speciic light, color and sound frequencies to simulate the brain to
increase and opimize the holisic wellness efect during each applicaion.

9. Built-in organ clock!
The built-in organ clock automaically regulates the applied frequency patern
depending on what ime of day or night the user performs a whole body applicaion. With only 3 simple taps on the touch screen (applicaion ime, intensity
and start buton) a PEMF applicaion can be started immediately.

10. Very easy to use!
Omnium1 features 5 pre-installed quick-start programs, which can be acivated
immediately and without prior knowledge by simply touching the designated
buton. I.e. before sports or for quick regeneraion aterwards, for relaxaion, for
acivaing and increasing your body`s energy levels or to prepare for deep relaxaion and sleep, simply press the respecive buton and the selected program
starts itself!

The Android-based Omnium1 PEMF system - unbeatable value for your money,
innovaive, safe, eicient, unique, incomparable and only available through
Swiss Bionic Soluions!!!!
Watch also the “TOP 10 BENEFITS OF OMNIUM 1”-Video with more detailed
informaion: htps://youtu.be/8QBUFnMeuqc
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Schulhausstrasse 17 | 8834 Schindellegi, Schweiz
Phone: +41 (62) 295 5951 | Fax: +41 (62) 295 5952 | E-Mail: ch@swissbionic.com
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Biberacher Str. 87 | 88339 Bad Waldsee, Deutschland
Phone: +49 (7524) 996 950 | Fax: +49 (7524) 996 9518 | E-Mail: de@swissbionic.com
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1200 NE 7Th Ave Suite 7 | Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33304, USA
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Swiss Bionic Soluions Canada Inc.
1195 North Service Rd W. Unit B8 | Oakville, ON, L6M 2W2, Canada
Phone: +1 (905) 465 0753 | Fax: +1 (1 866) 792 8182 | E-Mail: ca@swissbionic.com
Swiss Bionic Soluions Asia Ltd.
998 Canton Road | Mongkok | Kowloon | Hong Kong
Phone: +852 2337-8774 | E-Mail: asia@swissbionic.com
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